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one of the nice features of ghost that makes deployment so quick is the ability to create a system installation image (si). this is a single
executable file that contains the entire ghost installation. the si also contains a special boot record that enables ghost to boot the operating
system. it also enables the use of the ghostcast server. im using the norton ghost 12.0.10399. the boot disk creation wizard says my target
machine is located on the network, but it is not on the same subnet as the one that i am running the wizard on. the wizard has no way to

select the correct network. if you are using an older version of ghost, you may want to change the default installation directory to a location
that is more easily accessible to the user. this is especially true if you are using the console version of ghost. by default, ghost will install to

the c:\program files\symantec\ghost directory. if you are using ghost to create a boot cd, you will need to have ghost set to the console
version. in order to do this, you must set the ghostcast image to be bootable. then you can create an image that will boot a ghost console. i

have installed ghost 3.3 with the preboot task, i have also installed the preboot task in the program aswell. when i start the
symantec_ghost_solution_suite_3.3_ru7 it will start but when it tries to start the preboot task it will just sit at a black screen. even after i
have done the "solution start" command it will still sit at a black screen. the only way i could get it to start is to do the "solution start"

command and then the following commands at the command prompt: "solution stop" and "solution start". if i do not do this then it will not
start up and sit at a black screen.
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On the task bar, right click the little
ghost icon and choose the Print option.
The ghost icon will be displayed on the
task bar, allowing you to back up your

computer without even shutting it down.
The Symantec Norton Ghost Boot CD

allows you to create a complete system
backup that you can use to restore your

computer in the event of a hard drive
failure or significant system problem.

Ghost allows you to backup to any
media type, including CD and DVDs,

external hard drives, or Iomega Zip and
Jazz disks. You can even schedule

incremental backups, allowing you to
backup only items that have changed
since your last backup. A ghost is an
excellent option for backing up and

quickly restoring your computer system.
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This is the newly added boot CD feature.
If your computer has an empty CD-ROM
drive, you can use the built in Ghost tool

to make a bootable CD disk with in
seconds. If you have an external CD-

ROM drive, you can still use the external
CD ROM drive as the boot device for the

Ghost tool. This is the great feature
when you only have one CD-ROM drive.
GhostCD is the Microsoft Windows XP

equivalent of Norton Ghost. While
Norton Ghost will use the Windows

Shadowcopy service, GhostCD has its
own shadow image service. This is

because the fact that GhostCD does not
use Windows shadowcopy service

means that the image can be shrunk to
save disk space. Also, GhostCD does not
support sending the image to a network
share such as eSATA, Gigabit Ethernet
or wireless LAN. On the task bar, right

click the little ghost icon and choose the
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Burn option. The ghost icon will be
displayed on the task bar, allowing you
to back up your computer without even

shutting it down. 5ec8ef588b
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